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SeDynamic Light Scattering (DLS)Laponite: Structure & Behavior in Water 

¤ In water the flat surfaces are negatively 
and the rim is positively charged.

¤ This causes strong aging behaviour 
leading to a sol-gel transition of dilute 
solutions in time.

¤ Hence, the rheological properties of the 
suspensions keep changing as function 
of time.

¤ Advantage of using Laponite: Their 
aqueous solutions are transparent, 
allowing us to measure their dynamics.

Optical tweezers based micro-rheology

Laponite is a synthetic clay with a structure of Hectorite.

Drawing from Ref. [1]

State Diagram according to Ref. [1,2]

¥ 20 days after preparation, very dilute 
Laponite dispersions in deionized  
water have elevated viscosity but 
remain completely fluid, however, for 
concentrations >1.2 wt% the samples 
have become viscoelastic, non-
ergodic gels

¥ Allows us to determine the translational and rotational diffusion coefficient, Dtrans & Drot, of the clay 
particles as function of particle concentration, ionic strength and time [3,4].

¥ Using probe particles in DLS in back-scattering, we can also measure G’(𝜔) and G’’(𝜔) .
¥ Data and analysis method were developed by Alessio Cacciagli (PhD thesis): here 

measured for a wormlike micelle solution.

¥ Using optical tweezers we can trap a single 
probe particle. 

¥ Tracing the thermal motion of the particle with 
a quadrant detector, we can obtain its mean 
square displacement MSD and from that the 
moduli G’(𝜔) and G’’(𝜔) [5].

Influence of polymer coating
Aging in Laponite solutions
¥ Coating the Laponite particles with 

PEG, Cetyl Methyl Cellulose (CMC) or 
other biopolymers can either 
suppress aging and thus flocculation 
and sedimentation or lead to binding 
and gelation.

¥ Correct coating allows the formation 
of liquid crystalline gels. [PhD thesis, 
Peicheng Xu and ref. 6]

Laponite-CetylMethylCellulose – form polymer gels & transparent films

¥ Coating Laponite clay with various biopolymers and subsequent drying and dipping in calcium 
solutions can lead to highly water resistant and fire-retardant, transparent films/coatings.

¥ But the presence of adsorbing polymers can also lead to osmotic compression of the clay 
layer [1].

¥ PhD thesis, Peicheng Xu and ref. 7 & 1.

Na+0.7[(Si8Mg5.5Li0.3)O20(OH)4]-0.7

Gel-structure taken from PhD thesis of Dr. Peicheng Xu.
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¤ General observation: the higher the 
clay concentration the faster is the 
aging (gelling).

¤ However: adding salt accelerates 
the ageing or aggregation process.

¤ Similarly, lowering the pH
accelerates ageing.

E Eiser, ‘Chapter 5: Dynamic Light Scattering’ in Multi Length-Scale Characterisation, Wiley, DOI: 
10.1002/9781118683972.ch5 (2013)

¥ Note: Dispersing Laponite in deionized water (pH 7) 
always increases the pH of the dispersion up to pH 10 -11

the sample. A discrepancy between the shear moduli ob-
tained from one- and two-particle MR can also be used as an
indicator of a heterogeneous structure. A further test of het-
erogeneity in a material is provided by comparison of MR
with bulk rheology, as will be discussed below. To investi-
gate the homogeneity of colloidal gels and glasses of Lapo-
nite, we performed two types of measurement. First, we
made simultaneous measurements of PSDs of two indepen-
dent beads in two independent traps at different stages of
aging. In another set of experiments, we measured PSDs of
multiple beads in aged gels and glasses. The results of our
experiments for both gels and glasses will be discussed
below.

1. Glass

For the glassy samples the displacement PSDs turned out
to be independent of the bead position, as was concluded
from a comparison of simultaneous measurements of PSDs
of two independent beads in two independent traps during
aging. Furthermore, the comparison between one- and two-
particle MR reveals that within the experimental error, the
complex shear moduli are identical to within the experimen-

tal error between the two methods for all stages of aging as
shown in Fig. 5.

This was further verified by measuring the PSDs of sev-
eral beads at different positions of an aged sample. As can be
seen in Fig. 6, the measured shear moduli were independent
of the position of the bead in the sample, verifying the ho-
mogeneity of the glassy sample, as shown also in Fig. 7!a".

These results suggest that the Laponite glass has a ho-
mogenous viscoelasticity, at least on length scales larger than
half a micrometer, which is the length scale one-particle MR
intrinsically averages over. An additional check on this can
be obtained from a comparison between microrheology and
macrorheology, which should yield the same results if the
sample is homogeneous.

Figure 8 shows the shear moduli extracted from MR and
macrorheology experiments at a fixed frequency of !f
=0.7 Hz" during the course of aging. The overall agreement
between macrorheology and MR is good. For the early
stages of aging, the G! measured by the macrorheometer
appears slightly higher, but this can be attributed to the large
moment of inertia of the rheometer bob; macrorheology does
not provide accurate measurements of the shear moduli when

FIG. 3. Glass data: the symbols show the shear moduli G"!!"
and G!!!" !absolute magnitude" as a function of frequency mea-
sured using 1.16-"m silica probe particles in a 3.2 wt % Laponite
solution in pure water with increasing aging time after preparing the
sample. Aging times are given in the legend. The lines show the fits
of G"!!" and G!!!" according to C1!!i!"a+C2!!i!"b in which
C2=0 for aging times ta#120 min.

FIG. 4. Gel data: the symbols show the shear moduli G"!!" and
G!!!" !absolute magnitude" as a function of frequency measured
using a 0.5-"m silica probe particle in a 0.8 wt % Laponite solution
in 6 mM NaCl water with increasing aging time after preparing the
sample. Aging times are given in the legend. The lines show the fits
of G"!!" and G!!!" according to C1!!i!"a+C2!!i!"b in which
C2=0 for aging times ta#100 min.
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Laponite 0.8wt%, 6 mM NaCl

DLS based micro-rheology
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